PRAMS research dataset codebook by National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (U.S.). Division of Reproductive Health.
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DEFECT Was the Baby Born With a Birth Defect? YNF 
.N=NOT 
RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN1=Y
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ES2=NO 
   
   














ED)    
   
   




ED)    
   
   






   
   
   












DEL_VCS Vaginal delivery after C-Section? NYF 
.N=NOT 
RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN1=N
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FRACE_ASN_NAP




   
   
   




   
   
   
FRACE_CHN Paternal race — Chinese YNF 
.N=NOT 
RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN1=Y
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ES2=NO 
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   
GEST_WK_NAPHS
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PNC4=UNKNOWN PNC    
   
   
LGA 
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MAT_ED Maternal education 
EDUCF .U=UNKNOWN10-8 YRS2=9-11 
YRS3=12 YRS4=13-15 YRS5 
= 














E7   
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MM_PCV Month of first prenatal care visit PNC_MTHF 
.A=NOT 
APPLICABLE.U=UNKNOWN88=
NO PNC8888=NO PNC 
   
   
   




   
   
   





O SMOKE97=97 OR MORE 
   
   
   
MOMLBS Maternal weight gain BCLBSF 
.N=NOT 
RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN0=N
O GAIN/OR LOSS97=97 OR 
MORE    
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MRACE_ASN_NAP
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OTH_TERM Pregnancy history — other terminations? O_TERMF 
.N=NOT 
RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN0=N
ONE7=7 OR MORE 
   
   
   




   
   
   
PAT_ED Paternal education EDUCF 
.U=UNKNOWN1=0-8 YRS2=9-
11YRS3=12 YRS4=13-15 YRS5= 
>= 16 YRS 
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PLURAL Plurality PLURALF 
.U=UNKNOWN1=SINGLE2=TWI
N3=OTH MULT 
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PNC_MTH Month of first prenatal care visit PNC_MTHF 
.A=NOT 
APPLICABLE.U=UNKNOWN88= 
NO PNC8888=NO PNC 
   
   
   
PNC_VST_NAPHSI
S Number of prenatal care visits grouped NP_PNCVS 
.U=UNKNOWN1=<= 82=9-
113=12+ 
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SEX Gender of infant SEXF 
.U=UNKNOWN1=MALE2=FEMA
LE 
   
   
SGA_10 





   
   
   
SGA_2SD 





   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   




   
   
YY4_PCV Year of first prenatal care visit PNC_MTHF 
.A=NOT 
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APPLICABLE.U=UNKNOWN88=
NO PNC8888=NO PNC 
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Variable SAS Label Format  Codes 
BABYDEAD BABY DEAD? BABYF 
.N=NOT 
RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN1= 
BABY NOT DEAD2=BABY 
DEAD9=UNKNOWN    
   
   
   
BATCH BATCH NUMBER  
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STATE STATE NAME $STATEF 
AK=ALASKA [etc.] 
URB_RUR 
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INQX In Combined Questionnaire 
  
NEST_YR BC WT: YEAR (SUDAAN NEST VARIABLE) 
  
SAMCNT BC WT: SAMPLE COUNT 
  
STRATUMC BC WT: STRATA STATE'S COMBINED STRATCF##=[state sampling stratum] 
SUD_NEST SUDAAN Nest Variable 
  
TOTCNT BC WT: TOTAL COUNT 
  
WTANAL BC WT: ANALYSIS WT 
  
WTONE BC WT: SAMPLE WEIGHT 
  
WTTHREE BC WT: NONCOVERAGE WT 
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Variable SAS Label Format  Codes 
BC_GEST VAR BC: COMPUTED GEST AGE (DAYS) BCF 
.C=NOT COLLECTED (SING.).N= 
NOT RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN 
   
   
BC_YRLLB VAR BC: YEARS SINCE LAST LIVE BTH BCF 
.C=NOT COLLECTED (SING.).N= 
NOT RECORDED.U=UNKNOWN 
   
   
BF5AGE VAR: # WEEKS FIRST FOOD BF_AGEF 
.B=BLANK.S=SKIP85=<1 WEEK 
OLD86=ONLY BREASTMILK 
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=#DRKS SAME OR 
MORE5=NONDRNKR RESUMED 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
DUE_IDOB VAR: DAYS BETW DUE DATE & BIRTH NUMF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED 
   
EP5NUMB VAR: # BARRIERS TO EARLY PNC NUMSF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED.S=SKIP 
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Variable SAS Label Format  Codes 
   
   
INC_NUMB VAR: # SOURCES OF INCOME NUMF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED 
   
INFQ_AGE VAR: INF AGE (DAYS) QUEST COMPLETED NUMSF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED.S=SKIP 
   
   
INFQ_AGE_M
OD 




   
   






   
   
   
   
   
INF_WMOM VAR: INFANT WITH MOM NYS1F 
.B=DK/BLANK.M=NOT PRINTD 
ON QX.N=NOT RECORDED.S= 
SKIP.T=TEEN MOM - NOT 
ASKED1=NO2=YES    
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Variable SAS Label Format  Codes 
   
   
MOM_BMI VAR: MOM BODY MASS INDEX NUMF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED 
   
MOM_BMIG VAR: MOM BMI GROUPED BMIG4F 
.B=DK / BLANK1=UNDERWT (< 
19.8)2=NORMAL (19.8-26)3= 
OVERWT (> 26-29)4=OBESE (> 
29)    
   
   
   
MOM_HT_I VAR: MOM TOTAL HEIGHT (INCHES) NUMF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED 
   
MOM_NITE VAR: MOM NIGHTS IN HOSPITAL MOM_NITE 
.B=DK\BLANK0=DIDNT STAY @ 
HSP76=DIDNT GO TO HOSP 
   
   
MOM_WT VAR: MOM WT BEFORE PREGNANCY MOM_WT 
.B=BLANK.D=DK 
   
NOHOSP_B VAR: BABY STAY IN HOSP? NOHOSP_B 
.B=DK/BLANK1=NO2=YES3=STI
LL HOSP 
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PD_NUMB VAR: # SOURCES PAYMENT FOR DELIVERY NUMF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED 
   





=YES    
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Variable SAS Label Format  Codes 
   
   
   
PNC_1TRM VAR: START PNC 1ST TRIMESTER? PNC_1TRM 
.B=DK/BLANK1=YES2=NO3=NO 
PNC 
   
   
   
PNC_WKS VAR: WEEKS 1ST PNC VISIT PNC_WKS 
.B=DK/BLANK99=NO PNC 
   
PP_NUMB VAR: # SOURCES PAYMENT FOR PNC NUMSF 
.B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED.S=SKIP 
   
   
PREGHX VAR: HX PREV LIVE BIRTHS PREGHX 
.B=DK/BLANK1=NO PREV LIVE 
BRTH2=OK (NOT LBW OR 
PRETERM)3=LBW4=PRETERM5 
=LBW & PRETERM    
   
   
   
   
QX_PHASE QUESTIONNAIRE PHASE NUMBER  
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2
=YES 
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SMK5NW_A VAR: YES/NO SMOKE NOW 
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SURE_WKS VAR: WEEKS WHEN SURE PREG 
NUMF .B=DK/BLANK.N=NOT 
RECORDED 
   
 
 
